Numerical Simulation of the Nozzle and Test Section of a Mach 6 Ludwieg Tube
In prepa ration for the arrival of a Mach 6 Ludwieg Tube at the United States Air Force Academy, a numerical simulation of the flow field within the test section of the wind tunnel has been undertaken. The goal of the project was to evaluate and numerically simulate the Mach 6 flow within the test section of the wind tunnel. These calculations allow for the determination of the size and conditions of the usable area within the test section. Relationships between the local Mach number and the position of a model in the test section were established, and flow parameters at the observation windows were studied, which will be used to position a Background-Oriented Schlieren system in the tunnel. The results will aid in future simulations of the Ludwieg Tube wind tunnel, and for comparisons with experimental results from the Mach 6 Ludwieg Tube wind tunnel after it is installed, as well as with results from similar Ludwieg Tubes at other institutions.
I. Introduction T HE United S ta tes Air Force Acade my (USAFA) has an Aeronautics Research Cente r (A RC) which contains a wide variety of experi mental faci lities. The wind tun nels in the center inc lude numerous subsonic a nd supersonic wind tunnels which arc used for rese<u-ch and education. ;ill involving fm:ulty and cadets in important ··real world'" investigations. However. the ARC is not equipped wi th a wind tunnel that reaches Mach 6, and so the study of hypersonic fl ow has not been possible. T his experimental gap wi ll be ti lled late in 2012 with the addi ti on of a Ludwieg Tube capable of hype rsonic speeds being developed by the Ge rman company Hypersclw ll um / S1rih111111gs1ech11ick Gmhh (HST) . This new faci lity will help to complete the wind tunnel s peed regimes available at USAFA. and will permit the researchers at ARC to reach hypersonic conditions for the first time. Indeed, only e ighteen Lud wieg tubes a re known to be operntional in the world, making the USAF A tunne l impottant for future hyperso nic investigatio ns.
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A Ludwieg Tube is a n alternative to tn1di1ional, expensive ground-based experimental facilities for hypersonic flow. Because of their low operational cost <llld good flow quality. Ludwieg tube blow-down tunnels are of special interest for hy pe rsonic testi ng. Ludwieg tubes do not require <1 total pressure control device or large settling chamber whic h are common for conven ti o nal blow-down tunnels (such as the Trisonic Wi nd T unnel, TWT. at the US Air Force Academy, USAFA). This greatly reduces the size a nd cost of o perating the tun nel, since large comp ressors. heaters, and pressure vessels are 1101 required for their operation. The operational costs fo r a Ludwieg tube have been further reduced by the use of a fast-acting valve instead of the traditional bursting diaphragm that was originall y part of the tunnel desig n in the 1950s in Gennany. 2 Since no mechanis ms are necessary to control pressure or te mpe rnture during t he run of a Ludwieg tube, the tu nnel can be described as an ' intelligent' blow down facility: 1 The fo llowing is a descriptio n of how the Ludwieg tube works. as highlighted in Fig. I . The test gas. which is typically air. nitrogen. or helium, is stored in a long charge tube. The charge tube is connected to the nozzle, test section. and vacuum tank via a fast-acting valve. Once the valve is opened. an unsteady expansio n wave travels at the speed of sound. ar. down the c harge tube. T his expansion wave accelerates the gas to a tube Mach number. Mar, whic h is determined by the area ra tio of the tube the tunnel has no "unit Reynolds number" effects like other tu nnels from the tirst three advantages listed above you obtain a11 extremely affordable test facilitv, requiring only typical laboratory power for operation
The Mach number in the test section is determined by the nozzle and corresponding throat inserts. The stagnation pressure and temperat ure can be adjusted from the main control board prior to a shot. The interval between shots can be as low as four minutes (due to the relatively small volume of air in the charge tube), and the shot duration is approximately I OOms. The short duration of the shot is the only real disadvantage of the tunnel, requiring high-speed measurement and control equipment to make meaningful measurements of the flow field. The specific layout and design of the USAFA Ludwieg Tube is shown in Fig. 2 . The tube will have a 0.Sm diameter test section and an insulated charge tube of 27m in length, which will produce a run time of approximately IOOms and a shot time of -10 minutes. T he test gas (in this case air) will be heated, d ried, and compressed until it reaches approximately 670 K and 40 bars in the tube. This design will allow the tube to be used for both transition testing on cones and blunt bodies, as well as heat transfer testing o n blunt bodies. A fast-acting valve is located at the end of the charge tube which opens into a nozzle designed to create uniform Mach 6 flow in the test section. A straight diffuser section precedes the 6m 3 vacuum tank, which will be required to maintain 1 mbar of pressure after the run. The overall length of the Ludwieg tube is approximately 3Sm. Several of the sub-components of the Ludwieg tube will be desc1ibed below, including details of their capability and equipment requirements. Most of this information is based on the design work of HST, included in their design document.~ The run test lasts for approximately I 00 milliseconds (ms), and the system requires about 6 minutes to be ready to test again. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFO) will be used to s imulate the flow from the valve through the test section of the Ludwieg Tube shown in Fig. 2 . The results of a grid resolutio n s tudy will be presented, and the conditions leading to Mach 6 flow in the test section will be e valuated. I n addition, e valuation of the condensation li mits of the tunnel wil l be presented in later sections.
II. Computational Methodology
Since the CFD simulations will inc lude subsonic through hyperso nic flow. a compressible flow solver is require d. In o ur case. traditional solvers like s mall disturbance velocity potential or even fu l I potential may not be adequate. so either Navier-Stokes or Euler equations should be used. In uddition to the appropriate flow solve r. we used a compute r cluster at the USAFA Modeling & S imulation Researc h Center (MSRC). This computer cluster is an SGI Allix Ice which runs 144 Cores, with 2 GB Memory per core. The simulations used 60 cores to run our calculations and each simulation took around 30 minutes to be completed. The software used in the stud y included GridGen for mesh generation. Cobalt for flow solutions. and FieldYiew for flow visualization. Each of these will be discussed in the next sections.
A. Equations of Fluid Motion a nd Flow Solver
In our study we will simulate a hypersonic wind tunnel, so it was impo rtan t to use the ri ght choice in equation sets. Most fl ow solvers today include the Navier-Stokes equations (coupled with the Pe rteet Gas Law and Sutherland's Law) to define fluid flow. I n our case we will consider our tluid as inviscid a nd we will use the Eule r equations, which are simplified from the Navier-Stokes equations by as!'tuming that the flow is inviscid. The Euler equations are based on the conservation of mass. momentum, and energy. and can be applied to compressible flow at a variety of Mach numbers.
The flo w solver used for o ur study is the Cobalt fl ow solver by Cobalt Solutions LLC'' that solves the unsteady. three-dirne nsiona l and compressible Navier-Stokes equations in an ine rtial refe re nce frame. These equations in integral fo rm are: Cobalt solves the unsteady, three-dimensional. compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Cobalt is a cell-centered. finite volume based code applicable to arbitrnry cell topologies including prisms. tetrahe dra. and hexahedrals. Second-order accuracy in space is achieved using the exact Riemann solver of Gottleib mid Groth, 7 and least squares gradie nt calculations us ing QR fac torization. To advance the disc re ti zed system a po in t-implicit method using anal yti c lirst-order inviscid and visco us Jacobians is used. A ewton sub-iteratio n method is used in the solution of the system of equations to improve time accuracy of the poini-implicit method. The method i:-; second-o rder accurate in time. Tomaro ct al.
The Cobalt solver calculates velocity in the three directions (X. Y. Z). density and pressure. and we needed to know speed. temperature. speed of sou nd, Mach and Reyno lds number all along the Ludwieg Tube. These variables were defined in FieldYiew using the following relations. The velocity magnitude was calculated using the formula:
For temperatu re, the ideal gas law P'' = RT wus used. where we then replaced the specific volume with ,, = I Ip.
lo find the tempcrnture as:
T =_E_ pR
The Mach number depends on speed and tempernwrc. so wc used the follow ing relation to define the Mach number:
Finally it was necessary to calculate the Reynolds number. which required calculating the molecular viscosity with Sutherland's formula: three different grids were created to run simulations. The mesh was started with a CAD tile which had been obtained from the Ludwicg Tube manufacturer in Germany. and then a mesh was created with GridGen. The CAD file defines the Ludwieg Tube interior surface then a surface mesh was created. In order to create meshes with di fferent numbers of cells, the number of cells on the surface were adjusted to three diffe rent levels. Our mesh represents a 4.38 meter-long portion of the Ludwieg Tube. whic.:h is really composed of four different pans. as shows Figure 3 . Inc luded in the simulation arc the fast -ac ting valve (shown in blue). the nozzle (shown in green). the test section (shown in yellow). and the diffuser (shown in red). These sections provided a good simulation of the important aspects of the now through the test section. To determine the quality of a grid we need to focus on a grid sensitivity study using the th ree meshes generated: coarse. medium. and fine. Table I compares the sizes and estimated quality (determined by Cobalt) of the three different meshes. Notice that the grid using the fine mesh has the best mesh quality and also the highest number of points. faces and cells. but a sensitivity study will show if the extra cells are required for this simu lation. We performed the g rid sensitivity study by evaluating the pressure at one point in the tcsl section: (X=2.8; y,..(); Z=O). which is a point on the centerline of Lhe test secti on corresponding to the beginni ng of the test zone. To determine pressures at this location we created a .tap ti le which Cobalt uses to :;ave pressure values for each iteration. Results from the .tap file for each mesh arc shown during the simulation in Fig. 6 . W e no ticed that the three meshes seem to give similar overall resu lts. with a 0 .63% difference between the three mes hes. Figure 7 shows the simulmions at the end of each run (the fine mesh takes longer to·converge than the other mes hes). where it is apparent that the red and the blue curves arc very s imilar. which means that the medium mesh is as accurate as the fine mesh. Since the fine mesh takes a longer time to converge (29,57 seconds) Lhan Lhe medium mesh (4.67 seconds). the medium mesh was used for al l further s imulations.
Reference pressure 1000 Pa 
C. Boundary Conditions
To ru n calculations on Cobalt. we need to define the various boundary conditions. The boundary conditions enables us to change the tunnel inflow and outflow parnmctcrs. which arc especially important for these internal flow simulations. For inflow we can modify static pressure. static temperature. omega. or Mach number. These parameters define Riemann Invariants which enables us to apply specific values to simu late hypersonic flow. We used floating values for other conditions so we do not over-define the boundary conditions at these locations. We a lso chose a static outflow pressure. On the solid surfaces we used the slip boundary condition for inviscid flow.
In our initial simulations we varied some of these parameters in order to determine the sensitivity of the solution lo the boundary conditions (see Table 2 ). We vari ed inflow Mach. from 0.0 to 1.0 in order lo huve Mach I at the throat and Mach 6 flow in the test section. We a lso modified static pressure and temperature to determine simulat ion limits. We found ten comb inations of variables that create a Mach number at the exit valve which provides Mach I at the throat. We concluded that the shape of the nozzle offers correct tlow conditions for a large number of conditions. which is a testament to the quality of the design of the tunnel. The various portions of Table 2 
III. Results and Discussion
T o accurate ly comp lete the computatio nal modeli ng o f the Ludwieg T ube. we had 10 compare results from th ree seri es o f calc ul at ions. In e ac h simulati on we will note val ues at spc<.:ific locations in the tes t secti on. as shown in Fig.  8 . T he first co mparisons we re ma<lc to determine the inflow boundary conditions. whic h was a lready discussed . The second series of comparisons we re made 10 dete rmine the innue nce of the vacuum ta nk pressure (outflo w) on t.he results . We performed three diffe re nt s imulatio ns with an outflo w pressure at 50 Pa (pump characteristic). I 000 Pa (th e lowest pressure which permit us to fini s h a ll calculations) and"IO 1.300 Pa (atmosphe ri c press~With a n outflow pressure unde r IOOO Pa the simulations d id not converge. T helm:rafl n.~ ... uhs arc relateo infable 3. where we can see tha t the m11 flow pressure (other than for cases be low I 000 Pa) docs not influence the pressure. d ensity. and speed throughout the nozz le and test sectio n. This was satis fying. since the vac uu m tank pressure determines if the tunnel wi ll start. not the prope rties in test sec tion. so this was a good verification of that fact. 
A. Test Section Parameter s
In order to test a model in a wind tunnel. it is essenti al to obtain pressure and temperature condi tions that g ive a desired Reynolds number and Mac h number. Indeed. these non-dimensional numbers represents a !low regime. and and the lluid behavior. The Ludwieg Tube has a fi xed Mach number (determined by the nozzle shape). but to obrnin d ifferent Reynolds number in the test section it is necessary to adjust the pressure and tcmperawre in the charge tube. Therefore. we have performed twenty calculations which gave us an operating range for the lllnnel. 11111. which is the val ue s hown on Figure 9 . In order to reduce the number of simu latio ns. we decided to ..,....'""'"'--e,....r-. ature limit g iven by the limitation of the heating tube -so the highest tcmpe nu urc is 673 K. The g raph specifics a second limit named the co11de11.mrion limit. T his temperature is between 400 and 500 K. 5 The conde nsati o n limit will be studied in the next section. and as a first step we chose 400 K as the lowest temperature. In the same way as we have set the h ighest temperature. we have scaled the highest pressure at 40 bars: the lowest pressure chosen is 5 bars.
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B. Condensation
Condensation is a phenomenon where the test gas is changi ng into a solid form without ever having been a liquid. It happens for every chemical c lement al particulnr conditions of temperature and pressure. A Ludwicg Tube is able to reach Mach 6 clue to the nonle design. includ ing the sonic throat. as shown in Fig. 11 . With a normal throat. pressure and temperature decrease upstream. and increase downstream. So the speed reaches a maximum val ue at the throat. But with a sonic throat. the speed continues to increase in the nozzle and reaches supersonic and hypersonic speeds in the test section. This is the intended effect but it should be noted that the pressure and temperature are still decreasing throughout the divergent section. Because of these effects. the condensation cond itions of each air chem ical components can be reached in these tu nnels. IL is easy 10 understand that a solid object moving al Mach 6 would be dangerous for users. the wind tunnel and the model. Therefore. high speed tunnels are typically limited by condensation. which is why these limits are being evaluated here. The test gas which will be used in the USAFA Ludwieg Tube is dry air. This means that water is 110' ·adicated in the air by the use of a dryer prior to pressurization. "The absolute humidity in this air is x"' = 5.82.1 o-' hich is far below chocking conditions. Even with extreme small absolute humidit(' levels of Xrn < I 0-~ the 2 partial pressure will pass the saturation condition at a Mach number of about Ma= 3.'" However. the air stays compounded with other chemical clements during the test; most of this dry air is a compound of oxygen (21 .0%) and ni trogen (78. I %). Saturation conditions of both of these are less stringent than air. But it conti1rncs to be necessary to observe their condensation and liquefaction limits. and in which cases these gases would change state. Our purpose here is to demonstrate that reducing the ch<irge tube pressure and temperature can affect the measurements during a test.
First of all. we should observe the different saturation boundaries curves shown in Fig. 12 . where we focus on oxygen. nitrogen. air. and waier. The oxygen. nitrogen. and water curves arc each compound with two pans separated by a point. Each point represents the triple point of each chemical clement. A triple point is the combination oft wo values -temperature and pressure -where the three curves join. These curves are the gas-solid. gas-liquid and solid-liquid boundaries (solid-liquid boundaries arc not representing here).
We will focus solely on the first two (gas-solid and gas-liquid) which seems to nearl y form a single curve. On the right of this curve. the che mical element is a gas. On the left, it is solid on the down side o f the triple point. and it is liquid on the top side of the triple point. We will demonstrate later the behaviors of the test gas throughout the nozzle and the test section. To draw these c urves. we must use the Rankine equati ons which give the saturatio n pressure relations for each e le ment:
A log 10 p = -T + B Where A and Bare constants for vapor pressure calculatio ns give n in Table 4 . -5 : Td OOK; P:40bars. The first five simulations were conducted for a charge tube temperature at 400 K. and a charge tube pressure at 5. I 0. 20. 30 and 40 bars. We can observe that curves number 2. 3. 4. and 5 cross the oxygen gas-liquid boundary a round M = 5. Curve number I crosses the oxygen gas-solid boundary at the same Mach number. This means that at 5 bars oxygen crystalizcs before reac hing the test zone. At higher pressures oxygen becomes liquid and crystalizes between M = 5 and M = 6. Later in the tube. nitrogen crystalizc before M = 6 for any charge tube pressure. This charge tube temperature is therefore too low for use in tes ting.
In the next case the charge tube temperature is 500 K. and the charge tube pressures arc always 5. I 0. 20. 30 and 40 bars. Curves 8. 9 and 10 show the same behavior of dry air at 400 K -first of' all oxygen is liquefied then crystalized. and in a third situation nitrogen is crystalized. Curve 7 represents the dry air expansion at JO bars. and now oxygen becomes solid and crosses the saturation boundary on the oxygen triple point. We can see now. at this charge tube pressure. nitrogen stay gaseous. This is exactl y the same case with higher charge tube pressure. so with these conditions it is impossible to use the Ludwieg Tube wi thout a risk. Figures 15 and 16 show results for 600 K as the charge tube te mperature. The curves I I. 12 and 13 demonstrate that this temperature can be sufficient if the charge tube pressure does not exceed 20 bars. Indeed these three curves do not cross the saturation boundaries of oxygen and nit rogen . So it is possible to use this setting in order to realize run tests with models. But as we ha ve seen in part Section 2.1. this choice can deprive users of reaching higher Reynolds numbers. 9 In addi ti on, the compressors arc able to pressurize ~·P to 30 bars. so it is therefore pos~iblc to make a setting mistake and exceed 20 bars in the charge tube. ,,., 0 SOO 000 I 000 COO I SOO 000 2 000 000 2 SOO 000 3 000 000 3 500 000 4 000 000 4 SOO 000 Figure 16 : Reynolds number as a function of charge tube pressure at X=3.2m
The last case is that which offers a large range of Re ynolds numbers for the wind tunnel (Figures 16 and 17) . The charge tube temperature is 673 K. Whatever the charge tube pressure, oxygen and nitrogen d o not change to a liquid o r solid. In addit ion this conditi ons a llows us to reach a Reynolds number above to l.5X 10 7 llm in the entire test section. Finally we observe that the condensation limit is more stringent than it appears when we study Fig. 9 . A high temperature up to 600 K is necessary to obtain high Reynolds and not c rystalize the gas. With lower temperature it is theoretically possible to reach a Reynolds number up to 3.SX I 0 7 l/m, but a Jot of nitrogen and oxygen solids could appear in many locations. It is now possible to certify that the best settings to execute run test a rc T = 673 Kand P = 40 bars. We know that using T=673 Kand P=40 bars allow us to run si mulations with good Reynolds numbers and stay over the condensatio n limit, so we will keep these two parameters to determine the flow quality in the test section.
C. Flow Quality in the Test Section
From the known llow parameters. we have studied temperature and condensation limits for the Ludwieg Tube. We now will study the now quality. which will let us know the size of the usable volume in the test section. Firstly. we have to focus on how the streamlines. wince we need parallel streamlines in the test section in order to good results. and also to be able to put profiles or models in the Ludwieg Tube. All the i;imulations we have run gave us the same results presented in Fig. 18 . Notice that the now is steady and parallel. If we focui; between 2.8m and 3.6m. which is the most interesting pan for our study, we see that streamlines are almost parallel to t he walls. We cam now analyze the now in the test section more prec isely. 
Flow in the test section
We have analyzed the test section from distances between 2.6m to 3.8m. in order to have a large number of values and be able to see the evolution of parameters in the now. One of the most interesting parameters to a nalyze in the test section is pressure: we need to have a constant pressure evolution in the test section. which implies a constant pressure on cutting planes (Y: Z). Figure 19 shows the pressure from a cross-section at (2.7: 0: 0) to (3.8: 0: 0). We can see clearly that between 2.7m and 2.8111 we have a transformation of the pressure distribution in the Oow. Al 2.7m pressure evolves between 1494 Pa and 2640 Pa and is not homogeneously distributed. On the contrary at 2.8m, we notice the pressure is constant around 2370 Pa. T hen to 3.8m the pressure reduces steadily in the middle of the Ludwieg Tube. and we sec that the area where the pressure is constant reduces from 2.8m. To analyze pressure more precisely. we have made two dimensional plots of pressure. On the curves we notice an evolution in the pressure. and we have a stable pressure zone which starts at 2.7m to 3.6m. We also see that the size of this zone reduces; we have analyzed each cross-section shown in Figure Table 5 , where we decided to define the test zone from X=2.8 to X=3.6. Indeed. before 2.8m the pressure is stable in the section but the diameter is too little to be used. we have the same problem after 3.6m bccm1sc the diameter is fewer than I 3cm. For a ll cutting planes. stabili ty is always between +2.70% and -I .33%. Indeed. the part of the cone over 3.6m cannot be used. because of its s mall size. but we can put a model or a profile in the rest of the cone to run s imulations from at a nominal Mach number of 6.0. Models si1,c can runge from 0.42111 to O. I 3m. With the two dimensional plot tool of FieldYiew. we have analyzed the Mach number evolution between X=2.6m and X=3.8m and the result is the c urve drawn in Fig. 24 . which is almost a straight whose function is: W ith this equation it is possible to predict the distance in the test section at which we must put a profile dependi ng on the Mach number desired in a certain region. We notice the highest Mach zone has the shape of a cone, which is due to the Mach cone formed on the walls when the flow leaves the nozzle. We can measure the angle between the wall and the shock wave. as shown on We can also calcu late t he angle with the Mach angle formula:
T he calculation gives p=9.59° at Mach 6. wh ich matches very closely to the si mulation results.
Flow at the Observation Windoll'
This last section focuses on the observa tion windows and c haracteristics of the now which wi ll be possible to see and study wi th a came ra. The three observatio n wi ndows are 0 .26m in diameter and positioned at 3. I 72m, one on the top. and one on each side of the tube. T hese windows allow to observe the now from X=3.042m to 3.302111. and we need to know the fl ow c haracteristics between t hese t wo points.
We will focus on t he ri g ht side but our results are available for the two ot her windows as well. We see that the wi ndow is in the hypersonic pa rt of the Ludwicg Tube. Figure 26 is a zoom of the window with more details about the Mach number at this level. We sec that Mach evolves frnrn 6.06 to 6. 19. and we know that we can put profiles measuring up to 0.25m. Through observation windows we will be able 10 observe profiles and models in the hype rsonic flow. With the increase of the quali ty of the new technology. like digital cameras and the computer, we arc now able 10 use direct pictures of the flow to find the density field. This is possible because the light is dellected t hrough the flow when density changes. This technology, named Background-Ori ented Schlieren (BOS). has been studied at USAFA du ring the Summer of 2011 by Captain Laurent Savio from the French Air Force during his internship. Future scientists and USAFA students will be able to use this technology on the Ludwieg Tube.
IV. Conclusions
Among the equations which are available to resolve fluid dynamics problem. we used the Euler equations to study the flow field in the Mach 6 Ludwieg Tube wind tunnel. Using CFD. we were able to choose a grid which showed the flow in the test section of the tunnel.
Before running any calculations. it was impo11ant to find the ri ght boundary conditions. If the charge tube pressure and temperature are allowed to vary. the Mach number in the charge tube (al the valve) and the outflow pressure have to be set. We found that M = 0 gave us the best results. The vacuum tank can reduce the outflow pressure conclude that a charge tube pressure P = 40 bars and a charge lltbe temperature T = 673 Kare to I 00 Pa; we choose IOOO Pa in the wake of some difficulties to complete some calculations with a lower pressure.
Thanks to about thirty calculations we have found a useful range of the Ludwieg Tube without taking the condensation into account. This latest constraint has reduced this range and linally we have the best settings L O maintain the flow in gaseous phase.
In order Lo anticipate fu ture works. we have also determined the dimensions of the test zone. and have demonstrated the pressure stability inside of it. This stability is a guaranty of the quality allowing a constant flow in the test section. Indeed, the Ludwieg Tube is designed to reach Mach 6; our simulations have shown that we reach Mach 5.95 to 6.33 in a 0.80 meter-long test zone. We can use models up to 0.40 meters in the test section. We have also determined the llow parameters in the observation windows, making it possible to use Background-Oriented Schlieren technology.
Duri ng our project we ran calculations us ing the new operating system and software, analyzed results and defined necessary equations and useful computational mesh. We found boundary condition!-i which allowed us to determine the best test section of the Ludwieg Tube. We sized the test section and calculated its performance. By working on these different parame ters and values. making choices according to our results we have reached our goal which was to evaluate and accurate computational modeling of the Ludwieg Tube.
